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Abstract—This Research Full Paper presents an overview of the practices that have been used to integrate software testing into programming education. Introductory programming courses compose the core of several undergraduate programs, since programming is a crucial technical skill for professionals in many areas. Given the subject importance, researchers have been conducting several studies to investigate teaching approaches that can help overcoming students’ learning difficulties. In particular, studies on introducing software testing into this context present evidence that testing practices can improve students’ programming performance and habits. There are many teaching approaches in programming education, which involve different choices of programming paradigm and language, support tools and development practices, such as version control. Likewise, the integration of software testing into such diverse context can also happen in many different ways. Therefore, investigating the ways to teach programming and testing at the same time can help instructors with informed choices. In this sense, we identified teaching practices that have been adopted to integrate software testing into programming education. To do so, we further analyzed a subgroup of 195 papers that returned in our systematic mapping on this research domain. We selected papers describing empirical studies (e.g., survey, qualitative studies, experiments, case studies, and experience reports), since this kind of study involves applying a given teaching practice in order to collect evidence or report the observed experience. Overall, our results shed light on how the integration of software testing has been done in different classroom contexts of programming education. We discuss the practices in terms of their application context (i.e., the course), how testing was introduced in theory and practice, and the adopted support tools. We also discuss an important gap regarding the lack of instruction in testing concepts, even when students are responsible to write their own tests.

Index Terms—Software Testing, Programming Fundamentals, Teaching Practices, Computer Science Education

I. INTRODUCTION

The sequence of introductory programming courses provides students the required grounding to learn advanced computing concepts. Depending on the institution or degree program, it may have a variable number of courses and cover different set of topics, but it usually includes at least two courses, known as CS1 and CS2 [1]. The choices for instructional design of such courses encompass different programming languages, tools, development practices (e.g., version control, unit testing) and pedagogical approaches [2, 35, 45, 49].

In this scenario, it is possible to notice that the integration of software testing stands out among teaching approaches in the context of programming education. Results of previous studies suggest that testing practices can improve students’ programming performance and habits [38, 69, 76]. Furthermore, there are topics of software testing as recommended content of programming fundamentals [2], such as test case generation and unit testing.

However, software testing can be integrated into programming education in many different ways. For example, it can be firstly introduced since CS1 or at a later stage [3, 20]. Students can adopt either a test-first or a test-last development approach during assignments [37]. Also, test cases can be expressed by using input/output text files, the assert command or a testing framework. Hence, choosing an approach to integrate software testing also involves deciding on these aspects, among others.

In this paper we identify how the integration of software testing into programming education has been implemented in the classroom. We describe the teaching practices along three aspects: testing concepts, testing practices and support tools. We extracted information from 195 papers reporting empirical studies, which are a subgroup of selected papers from our systematic mapping on this subject [65].

We extracted the following information regarding teaching practices for each study: (i) the course where the empirical study was carried out or that students were taking then; (ii) the programming language used in the study; (iii) the testing concepts presented to students in course materials, lectures or training; (iv) the testing practices adopted by students in programming assignments and (v) the support tools used throughout the study.

Results show a clear predominance of object-oriented languages and tools that support such practices. Also, it is possible to note that software testing is much more present in programming assignments than in course materials. Very few studies address how students learn testing concepts in programming courses.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes how we gathered the information on teaching practices. Section III provides an overview of several aspects that comprise teaching practices on the integration of software testing into programming education. Section IV presents conclusions and prospects of future work.
II. Method

We performed a systematic mapping on the integration of software testing into programming education in a previous work [65], providing us a set of papers on this research topic. In a nutshell, we performed an automated search in digital libraries and a backward snowballing arriving at a total of 293 selected papers.

We classified papers in terms of evaluation method used in the reported study, based on the categories adopted by Al-Zubidy et al. [4]. Namely, we considered the following categories:

- **Literature review**: when the paper presents a review of existing studies in a given topic.
- **Exploratory study**: if the paper involves observation and model building.
- **Descriptive/persuasive study**: when there is an overview of the current situation in a given topic.
- **Survey**: if the paper described a study in which subjects are surveyed about some intervention;
- **Qualitative study**: if it involves the analysis of qualitative data.
- **Experimental**: papers describing experimental studies include experiments (which involve the researcher’s intervention and manipulation of the investigated phenomenon), quasi-experiments (experiments without randomization) and case studies (the phenomenon is monitored while it happens naturally in its own environment).
- **Experience report**: when the paper describes an empirical study that is not previously planned, but a report about the researcher’s experience of applying an intervention.
- **Not applicable**: when the paper presents a proposal, but without evaluation.

Then, we set apart papers describing empirical studies, i.e. papers mapped to survey, qualitative study, experimental and experience report, resulting in a subgroup of 195 papers. Empirical studies involve applying the investigated approach with students in order to collect evidence or report experience, so it is a source of information on teaching practices.

Hence, for each empirical study, we extracted information on the following aspects:

- the **context** of programming education (by means of the course and the adopted programming language),
- how **testing concepts** were integrated into the programming course materials,
- how **testing practices** were integrated into programming assignments, and
- **tools** used to ease either the teaching of testing concepts or the conduction of testing practices by students.

Still, for testing practices, we extracted the **programming process** recommended by the instructor (if any) and the **testing tasks** for which students were responsible while working on assignments. According to Ammann and Offutt [8], the testing tasks are the following: **test design**, **test automation**, **test execution** and **result evaluation**. Considering the description of how students worked in the assignments in each study, we assessed whether students were responsible for each testing task.

III. Teaching Practices

This section describes the overview of teaching practices on the integration of software testing into programming education, according to the information extracted from empirical studies.

A. **Context**

Aiming to characterize the context of programming education in each paper, we extracted the course (i.e. the study setting) and the adopted programming language. Since there was a wide variety of course names, we sorted them into the categories specified in Table I.

Considering such categories, Figure 1 provides an overview of courses in which the empirical studies were carried out or that students were taking at the time of the study. 145 papers mention the involved courses, with some indicating more than one course. Considering separately all occurrences, there is a total of 196 mentioned courses.

Overall, it is possible to observe the integration of software testing across several courses. The occurrences of CS1 (24) and CS2 (28) had a similar number. A significant number of occurrences (62) mention more generic course names, using terms such as “introductory” and “programming”. Object-oriented programming (13) and design (8) had a smaller representation. Still, there were three occurrences of CS0, which is a preliminary course focused on retention, and one occurrence of CS3.

Note that some courses fall outside the range of introductory programming courses, such as Software Engineering (19), Software Testing (4) and the courses classified as “other” (15). This means there are studies addressing relevant questions to programming education, which can be investigated using different contexts, such as the studies in [5, 19, 23, 25, 26, 34, 39, 54].

There are studies reporting experiences both of introductory courses and other intermediate and advanced courses [32, 58, 71]. Also, many studies investigated automated assessment tools, which can be used throughout the computing curriculum, not limited to introductory courses [17, 46, 68, 74, 77].

The programming language is another important aspect of programming education, since it determines the paradigm, the involved concepts and possible support tools, such as testing frameworks and automated assessment tools. Figure 2 provides an overview of the languages used in the empirical studies. Not all studies indicate the programming languages involved, 140 studies do so. Again, there are studies indicating more than one language.

It is possible to notice the prevalence of Java. Object-oriented languages (Java, C++, Python, C# and Ruby) are more representative of languages used in this context, considering that seven of the 15 languages are object-oriented, mentioned throughout 123 studies. Next, C and Pascal are present in 22
TABLE I
Course categories identified in the empirical studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course category</th>
<th>Examples of course names mentioned in the empirical studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CS0</td>
<td>“introductory computing course (CS0)”, “Introduction to Computing (CS0)”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS1</td>
<td>“CS1 course”, “Programming I (CS1)”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS2</td>
<td>“CS2 course”, “Data structures (CS2) course”, “CS2 (Software Design and Data Structures) course”, “Java-oriented CS2 course”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS3</td>
<td>“CS3 programming course”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intro/Programming</td>
<td>“first introductory course”, “freshman programming course”, “C programming course”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Structures</td>
<td>“Data Structures and Algorithms”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object-oriented Programming</td>
<td>“introductory object-oriented programming course”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object-oriented Design</td>
<td>“Objects and design course”, “software design course”, “Object-Oriented (OO) Design in Java course”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Engineering</td>
<td>“first year software engineering course”, “software engineering course”, “Soft. &amp; Syst. Eng.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Testing</td>
<td>“Software Testing course”, “Verification, Validation and Testing”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>“Parallel programming”, “Comparative Languages”, “Programming of Large Systems”, “Web development course”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Courses involved in the empirical studies

studies, showing that the procedural paradigm is the second most common.

A small amount (three studies) use functional languages (Haskell and Scheme) and some studies use variants of other well-known languages, such as Pyret (a variant of Python) and Squeak (a variant of Smalltalk). All the remaining mentioned languages (MPD, OCL, Pep8 and Prolog) come from the study of Tremblay and Lessard [74], where the authors describe the experience of applying their automated assessment tool, which can evaluate assignments in these different languages.

B. Testing Concepts in Course Materials

Very few papers address how instructors teach testing concepts in programming courses. Only 22.56% (44) of the empirical studies mention some kind of instruction in testing concepts. In general, the authors provide a brief description about it, like suggested in the following text snippets from the papers: “students are taught testing best practices”, “the lecture introduced automated unit testing”, “instructor led introduction to the running and reading of test units”, “the role of unit testing is introduced early” and so on. However, this kind of description does not allow to identify what testing concepts were presented to students.
In contrast, the study of Elbaum et al. [28] is a good example of paper that provides a thorough description of testing concepts. Their tool, named Bug Hunt, includes a tutorial composed of four lessons about testing concepts: (1) basic testing concepts and terminology, (2) black box testing, (3) white box testing and (4) testing automation and efficiency.

Wick et al. [80] also show the testing concepts to be introduced in stages across different courses in the computing curriculum: (1) unit testing in a first programming course, (2) testing design rules for a second course, (3) integration and use case testing in a software engineering course, and (4) design patterns of testing frameworks in a senior-level design course. The authors provide test code examples in each suggested stage, strengthening their proposal from a practical viewpoint.

It is interesting to notice that even fewer empirical studies (12 studies, i.e. 6.15%) mention the teaching of testing techniques/criteria to students. So, it is not clear how students learn to select input/output values and design test cases in the remaining studies.

C. Testing Practices in Programming Assignments

We also investigated how testing practices have been integrated into programming assignments. In this direction, we identified how testing can be merged into each aspect of an assignment: description/problem specification, assignment steps, deliverables and grading.

First, testing can be a part of the problem specification as acceptance tests, i.e. a resource provided to help students validate their solutions at the system level [30, 50, 51, 63, 64]. Also, the tests supplied by the instructor can serve as a test harness or scaffolding, in the lower level of unit tests, providing more detailed support to implement their programs [36, 56, 76].

Regarding the assignment steps, the instructor can provide guidelines to students about the programming process to be adopted while working on the assignments. 20% (39) of the empirical studies mention that students were instructed to use a programming process, which are supposed to guide students on how to bind the activities of programming and testing.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of adopted programming processes. Note the prevalence of TDD (61% – 24) in studies that mention the recommendation of a process. Moreover, all the remaining approaches are influenced by TDD somehow, such as test-first processes designed specifically for novice programmers, e.g. [60], [52], [18].

In particular, the identified processes do not provide details on how the testing activity should be conducted. Because of that, we investigated how the testing activity has been conducted by students in terms of testing tasks.

In this way, we considered students responsible for test design when they had to choose input/output values and design their own test cases. Test automation involved students coding test cases. Test execution involved students executing test cases against their programs. Finally, result evaluation involved students evaluating test results and getting feedback about their programs. Figure 4 shows the distribution of each testing task conducted by students in the empirical studies.

Considering the configurations of such tasks in the studies, we identified four possible situations:

- **Students only receiving test results**: When they only participate of the result evaluation task, usually by submitting their program to an automated assessment system that provides information about failed input/output values. Studies such as [6, 15, 29, 40, 43, 62, 73, 78] adopted this approach.
- **Students working with instructor-provided tests**: When they only participate of test execution and result evaluation, such as the studies in [50, 56, 76, 79]. They receive a ready-made test suite and are supposed to execute it against their programs in order to get test results.
- **Students using support mechanisms to design and execute tests**: When they only participate in test design and test execution. Students are responsible to choose in-
Fig. 3. Programming processes used in the empirical studies

put/output values and insert them into a support tool that will automate and execute them, returning the test results. This is the case of studies like [22, 28, 36, 44, 47, 48, 81].

- **Students writing their own tests**: When they participate of all testing tasks: test design, test automation, test execution and result evaluation. This situation takes place when programming assignments require a test suite as a deliverable along with the program, like studies in [10, 16, 24, 31, 33, 39, 52, 59, 70].

D. Support Tools

74.87% (146) of the empirical studies mention the use of a support tool related to the integration of testing. We identified the adopted tools according to the categories we established in [65]:

- **Testing frameworks/libraries**: testing libraries similar to xUnit frameworks, which are designed for novice programmers [9, 13, 66, 72]
- **IDEs’ testing facilities**: IDEs can present features that aid students testing their programs, like BlueJ [55].
- **Submission and testing systems**: These systems usually are responsible for compiling the submitted program, executing tests and providing feedback to students. In some cases these tools also grade students’ submitted code according to tests results in a (semi-)automatic manner. In general, these systems are web-based [27, 68, 70, 77] or plug-ins to other widely used systems such as IDEs [7] or LMSs [75].
- **Online judges**: Tools composed of a catalog of problems, where students submit their solutions to be assessed by means of testing. It is common to use these tools in programming competitions [57, 62].
- **Games**: Some tools aim to motivate students through fun and competition. They introduce software testing in different ways, such as implicit testing to solve programming “quests” [12], or hints in the format of unit tests, which help students to guess a “secret implementation” in code duels [11].
- **Tutor systems**: Tools that combine materials and exercises, providing automatic guidance while students learn programming and testing. The materials usually are presented through slides or hypertext and exercises are evaluated with an automated assessment tool that test students’ programs [21, 28, 32, 38].

Figure 5 shows the distribution of tools used in the studies, according to the these categories. Again, it is important to note that some studies adopted more than one category of tool.
Marmoset [70] and ProgTest [67], are the most commonly used tools, mentioned by 77 empirical studies. It is natural to adopt this kind of automated assessment tool in a programming course, especially when software testing is involved. Surprisingly, testing frameworks/libraries are only mentioned by 31 studies, even though students are responsible for test automation in 81 studies, as discussed in Section III-C. This is because authors often do not report details of the testing practice adopted by students.

The remaining categories of tools, i.e. IDEs testing facilities (8), online judges (7), tutor systems (7) and games (2), are less employed in the studies. The category “other” includes tools such as Emma [17], EasyAccept [63], SpecCheck [41], TestBoot [52], CaptainTeach [58], Pascal Mutants [53], BugFixer [61] and Ante Up [14].

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we investigated teaching practices of software testing in the context of programming education. More specifically, we gathered information on how instructors/researchers have addressed this approach in the classroom.

To do so, we extracted information from empirical studies on this research topic, which were obtained from a systematic mapping that we conducted on this subject [65]. We described the practices along three aspects: the programming education context, the testing concepts addressed in materials/lectures, the testing practices in programming assignments and the support tools used by students.

Firstly, it is possible to note the presence of testing in different points of the introductory sequence, what indicates that is possible to adopt a holistic approach to integrate software testing into the computing curriculum [42]. Also, testing in this context is predominantly presented with Java, in detriment of other programming languages widely used in programming courses such as Python [45].

Moreover, results show that testing is much more present in programming assignments than in course materials, which is expected since testing is used as a support practice to programming in this context. However, if students are supposed to test their programs, they need guidance in how to do so, hence there is a need to further investigate how testing concepts should be introduced into programming courses.

As to testing practices in programming assignments, students can be involved to different extents: analyzing test results from submission tools, working with instructor-provided tests (e.g. acceptance tests or a test harness in the lower level of unit testing), using support mechanisms to design tests (e.g. plugins where students insert inputs and expected outputs) and, finally, students writing their own tests. Usually there is a support tool involved in the study, mostly a submission and testing system that provides automated assessment.

Results draw attention to how testing concepts have been addressed in the context of programming education. The studies describe this aspect very briefly. However, instruction in testing concepts and techniques is particularly important in approaches that students are supposed to write their own test cases. Nonetheless, this problem can be more about study reporting than about the teaching practices per se.

As future work, we intend to further investigate such teaching practices by surveying instructors of programming courses. The information gathered in this study (which was accessible in the research papers) can help to precisely obtain information in more detail on issues identified in our results. For example, why testing practices are concentrated in the Java language? Is Java also the predominant adopted language in programming courses in general? Or how exactly instructors that choose to integrate testing in their courses teach testing concepts? Addressing questions like these can help to expand in practice the integration of software testing into programming education.
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